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Part I: The  disease

1872- describes 5 patients 
with “Multiple idiopathic 
pigmented nodules
of the skin”

1837-1902

Moritz Kaposi and his sarcoma

Kaposi’s sarcoma: Forms
• Classical

– Indolent  skin tumor in elderly 
Mediterranean men;

– Localized to LE’s; dissemination 
<10%

• Endemic
– Common in young African men

• In pre-HIV Uganda, 10% of all 
cancer resections were for KS!. 

– Clinically resembles classical 
disease but can be more locally 
invasive.



Kaposi’s sarcoma: Forms

• Post-Transplant
– More aggressive; dissemination 

>40%
• AIDS-related

– Most aggressive form of KS,  
leading tumor in untreated AIDS 
patients

Note: all forms of KS have common histology 
(and male sex bias)

Classical  KS: Clinical progression 
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KS in AIDS: Visceral Involvement

Pulmonary KS

Gastric KS



KS: a very atypical neoplasm

• Multiple cell types in lesion
– Spindle cells: endothelial origin
– Inflammatory cells

• T & B cells, monocytes

•  Neovascular spaces
– Extravasated RBCs  --> 

hemosiderin
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What is the origin of spindle cells?

• Endothelial lineage
• Express CD34, CD31
• Heterogeneity: rare Factor VIII, 

vWF 

• Lymphatic vs vascular 
endothelium?
– Stain for Podoplanin, VEGFR3, 

LYVE-1
– BUT: KSHV infection reprograms 

blood endothelium to express 
lymphatic markers!

– Wang et al 2004. Nat Gen 
36:687.

Other unusual features of KS

• Multicentricity
• Frequent oligo- or 

polyclonality
• Genetic stability
• Spontaneous remission 

(esp.common w/ immune 
restoration)

• Recurrences or 
exacerbations in inflammatory 
states

Webster-Cyriaque, J. (2002)  New 
Eng. J Med 346:1207-1210

Development of KS Lesion at 
Surgical Wound Site

6 weeks post XRT6 days post surgery

Figure 1. Development and Resolution of a Kaposi's Sarcoma Lesion 
after Oral Surgery in a Patient with Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
Infection.

An aggressive angiogenic lesion developed six days after biopsy of a 
labial minor salivary gland (Panel A). Six weeks after the initiation of 
radiation therapy, the lesion had resolved (Panel B).



Spindle cell biology also doesn’t 
accord with classical cancer

• Strong dependence on exogenous 
growth factors in culture
– E.g. conditioned medium of 

activated T cells
• No focus formation or growth in 

soft agar
• No tumor formation in nude mice 

(Gallo)
– Survive 10-14d, then involute
– Provoke transient angiogenic 

lesion

• Spindle cells produce 
inflammatory/angiogenic 
factors

• T cells provide growth 
factors for spindle cells

But what initiates this 
process?

KS as a disorder of paracrine signaling:


